ABSTRACT
Black solid line indicates walls that were always present. In (c-j), the gray dotted line shows the wall that appeared when the participant pressed a button at the start zone (white diamond). The black dotted line shows the wall that appeared after participant left the start zone. In (g) and (h) the wall remained in the same place. ) show data from an additional condition (participants initially faced 'West') compared to the 'North' and 'South' conditions. (g) In Experiment 4, the same conditions were repeated twice; pointing errors for the two runs are plotted against each other (slope is 0.61, indicating a smaller range of errors on the second run). (f) The very first time that participants viewed the stimulus in the real world, they were given no instructions at the start zone. Then, at the pointing zone, they were asked to point to the four boxes in a random order, eight times each (i.e. 32 shots per participant). It is debatable whether a post-hoc power analysis is of value in this instance but, for the record, this shows that the power achieved to rule out the correlation shown in Fig. 2d/Fig. S2a occurring by chance is, to a very close approximation, 100%. More relevantly, the same pattern of biases is found throughout the remaining experiments in the paper. 
Results

Individual
Visual Models Noisy-path-integration Model
The noisy-path-integration model simulates a moving observer storing an egocentric map of the box positions by constantly updating the heading direction with respect to 'North' (α) and estimating the distance traveled on each step (d). Here, we assume that the observer misestimates α and d with a constant error (multiplicative calibration errors ω α and ω d respectively). This leads to a cumulative error in the estimate of the participant's location. The box locations are assumed to be known correctly. 
We fitted this model to all the data from all participants in Experiment 1 by varying the two free parameters, ω α and ω d , to give the minimum root-mean-square-error between the actual and predicted pointing directions. (see Fig. S4a ). 
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Zero-mean Noise
If, instead, we assume that the noisy-path-integration noise has zero mean then there is no systematic effect on pointing, which we demonstrate as follows for an estimate of orientation. We added a normally distributed random error to the estimate of visual direction with respect to 'North' on each step, η b n :
with the function randn(µ, σ) returning a random number drawn from a distribution with a standard deviation σ, and a mean µ. E is a random error added to the estimate of η b n , drawn from a distribution with a standard 6/10 deviation of σ = π 360 radians, and a mean of µ = 0. Using Eq. (1), predictions of pointing directions were calculated with a random additive noise on the direction of 'North'. Calculating the directions 100 times for each box in each layout, using the walking trajectory of every participant tested in the indirect walking condition of Experiment 1 at pointing Zone C, a histogram of errors is plotted in Fig. S4d (and the same result applies for Zone A and Zone B).
Abathic Model
Johnston 1 shows psychophysical data described by a linear relationship between estimated (or 'scaling') distance to physical viewing distance (e.g. their Fig. 7) . In general, we can fit the two parameters (intercept and slope) to our pointing data (Fig. 7a) . In our case, the best-fitting values are a slope of 1.03 and an intercept of 0.17, which corresponds to an abathic distance of −5.66. Specifically, the misestimated egocentric distances of the boxes, d b est is:
where d b true is the true egocentric distance and b = [1, . . . , 4] the index for each box.
Retrofit Model
We can allow box position to vary and calculate the maximum likelihood configuration of boxes that could account for the participant data (separately for each Experiment). We considered a 200 by 200 grid of possible box positions centered on the true box locations. For each possible box position the likelihood of the participant representing the box as being at that location (given their pointing responses from 3 different zones) can be defined as: 
where P = 20 for the total number of participants and M = 3 for the total number of shooting zones. 
